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1.

Introduction. We investigate in what sense sufficiency

properties are preserved under the invariance principle, and thereby
obtain an interpretation of the sufficiency of a statistic in the
presence of nuisance parameters

M

an interpretation which facilitates

the derivation of some sequential tests.
Suppose we consider a family of distributions indexed by a
parameter

e,

and some group of transformations on the sample space

(e.g., changes in sign, location, scale, or order). When one in2
vokes invariance under the transformations
that is, requires that
his decision procedures not be affected by the transformations -- then
all invariant functions have distributions depending only on some
function, say 7, of Q. We show that, loosely speaking, if a statistic
s contains all relevant information about

e,

then the maximal invariant

function of s contains all the relevant information about 7 that is
available in any invariant function.

We call such functions invariantly

sUfficient; they are sufficient for the family of distributions of any
invariant function on the sample space.
1.

2.
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For an e~lanation of the invariance principle, see [ilJ, L12J,
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Invoking invariance can frequently be considered as a way of
handling nuisance parameters. 3 For example, consider a normal distribution with mean Q and known variance.

This can be considered as

a two-parameter distribution, one parameter being the magnitude of
the mean and the other its sign.

By invoking invariance under changes

in sign, we shall see that one can obtain the magnitude of the sample
mean as an invariantly sufficient statistic
of distributions indexed by
parameter.

IQI --

sufficient for a family

the sign of Q being a nuisance

Similarly, with normal mean and variance unknown, the

sample variance is invariantly sufficient for the population variance
under changes in location, and the t-statistic is invariantly sufficient
for the mean in standard deviation units under changes in scale; with
two normal populations with equal and known variances, the difference
between the sample means is invariantly sufficient for the difference
between population means under changes in location, and so on.

The pre-

cise meaning of these statements will be made clear in what follows.
In each

instance~

the invoking of invariance in problems of in-

ference insures that the error probabilities or risk functions will be
independent of the nuisance parameters; however, it may be possible
to reduce the error probabilities or risk functions by using noninvariant decision procedures, as shown by various examples in the
literature (e .g.,

·1:5_7,

L-l6J).4

3. D. A. S. Fraser L9Jhas considered a generalized sufficiency definition in the presence of nuisance parameters, differing from this
approach through invariance.
4. W. L. Smith has called the author's attention to several other
examples in which all invariant procedures are inadmissible, from
an unpublished paper by Charles Stein.

These results, to be stated explicitly here, seem to be implicitly
assumed by other authors.

Thus, E. L. Lehmann [ l l J considers the

maximal invariants of sufficient statistics, and derives most of the
common significance tests about normal random variables as most powerful invariant tests based on these statistics. We felt the need for
clarification of the sense in which these statistics remain sufficient,
particularly with regard to an application in sequential analysis.
D. R. Cox

1:7 J

has described a method of obtaining sequential

tests for certain kinds of composite hypotheses.

The method essentially

consists of applying a Wald sequential probability ratio test (SPRT)
for simple hypotheses about 1 to what we shall call an invariantly
sufficient sequence of random variables -- or more generally, to any
sequence of statistics whose distribution depends only on 1.

He has

given conditions under which the joint density of m terms in this sequence
factors conveniently.

Our main result already mentioned clarifies the

motivation of these tests, reinterpreting them through the principle of
invariance, and also constitutes a major simplification of Cox's
factorization theorem. We shall illustrate this method by deriving a
two-sided sequential t-test, a slight extension of the usual one

1:14_7.

In section 2 we give a not completely rigorous development of
these ideas, with simple examples in section 3 and application to
sequential tests in sections 4 and 5. A rigorous parallel development
in terms of subfields rather than statistics is given in section 6,
based on the work of R. R. Bahadur on statistics and subfields

u], [4].

L1J,

4
It is trivial to show that (bounded) completeness of a family
of distributions is preserved under invariance reductions; in such
cases, mintmality (or necessity) properties of sufficiency reductions

L-,_7).

are also preserved (see Theorem, in

Investigation of general

conditions under which minimality is preserved under the invariance
principle is in progress.
2.

Invariantly sufficient statistics. We represent a random

variable, or probability space, by

! the sample field

where x represents a point in the sample space )( ,
of subsets of X, and PQ a probability measure on
class of random variables indexed by a parameter
(e may be abstract).

measurable

L-!, e J

We consider a group

S

1-1 transformations of

induced group of transformations

PQ(g~lA)

g on

= Pge(A), A€!,

where g -1A = (x : gx€A), 1.e., PQg -1

!;
Q

we represent a

by Xe = (X Q:

Q€

e )

,with elements g, of

'*

into itself and

S the

~ , defined by

g~tQee

= PgQ •

In what follows, all functions

are assumed measurable, and many equalities are to be interpreted as
holding except perhaps on a set of measure zero, with the appropriate
(class of) probability measure(s); these lapses of rigor will not appear
in section 6.
We are concerned with two kinds of reduction principles and their
order of application:

invariance and sufficiency. We treat invariance

following Lehmann /:11_7 and assume the Halmos-Savage concept of sufficiency.

5
The group

S partitions * into equivalence classes which we

call

orbits (following Wesler L:18~); thus, one can 'move freely within an
orbit", but not "among orbits", by applying transformations g E

S

•

A function constant on an orbit is (strictly) invariant;5 if it
assumes a different value on each orbit, it is a maximal
DEFINITION:
under <j

& function u on 3t !! ! maximal invariant 2E.

3E.

.!!.

(i) u !! invariant under

S:

!!. s !! ! function 2E.
2!! )E through g

*'

!2.!: ~

u(gx) = u(x)

(ii) u(x') = u(x") implies there exists ! g

under

invariant~

E

~ range!E

S

g,x; and

~ ~ x' = gx".

S , ~ ! function v

.!!! maximal invariant 2!! 3( through § ( '.Q! simply 2!! g )

S if
(i) v !! invariant under

S ; and

(1i) v(x') = v(x") implies ~ exists! g

E

~

~ ~

s(gx') = s(x").
A well-known property of maximal invariant functions on )C is
that any function t on

jt

is invariant if and only if it is a function

of x only through the maximal invariant; maXimal invariants on Shave
a comparable property.

(A step-wise method of finding a maximal in-

variant function is treated in ~ll~.)
Any function t on )( induces a new probability space (random
variable or statistic) which we denote as
5. "Strictly" implies "for all x" and not Just "for almost all x".

6

t

Here, P Q = Pgt

with similar notation for other functions.
induced probability measure on

!,

say ." on

e

under

S

is the

the induced field of subsets of 'j',

the induced sample space of the function t.
then its distribution depends

-1

If t is invariant under

S,

only on a maximal invariant function,

(e.g., see Lll]); we thus denote an invariant

statistic by
T

r

DEFINITION:
~

'Y

€

r

= (r(g)

: Q

€

e

J.

function v2£.){ is invariantly sufficient for

S :!!

under
(i)

!

= (9"", -T, ptr ),

V

is invariant under ~ , and

(ii) v is sufficient for T for every function t on ~ which is
invariant under

r

S.

Clearly, an equivalent requirement to (ii) is that v be sufficient for
Ur where u

is a maximal invariant on ~ under ~ •

Consider the following schematic diagram, in which vertical
arrows indicate maximal invariance reductions and horizontal arrows
sufficien~y

reductions:
Q

1
'1

Xg --~> 8 g

~

U

r

i

])

V

r

We sball justify these implications, that V may be obtained by either
'1

7

THEOREM:
on

g

under

S'

If s is sufficient for Xe:v
~

V

~

v is !: maximal invariant

is invariantly sufficient for X& under

A sketch of the proof follows:

S.

v is invariant by assumption;

we must verify that it is sufficient for U , that is, that the con-

r

ditional probability of u
y.

€

B (a set in

~)

given v is independent of

This probability can be written as

the last statement being a variation of the well-known fact that
"expectation = expectation of conditional expectation" (a rigorous proof
follows easily from the definitions as Radon-Nikodyn derivatives). We
first note that the conditional probability on the RHS is independent
of Q by the sUfficiency of s, and secondly (see below) that it is an
invariant function on .~.

Since v is a maximal invariant on ~ ,

p(u-~Is) is a function of v only, so that the conditional expectation
operation is applied to a constant and is thus free of Q, proving that
the LHS is also free of Q (and y). For the invariance proof, we have
for any g

since u is invariant; but all terms are independent of Q, so that
P(u-lBls) is invariant.
A satisfactory converse to this theorem is not as yet available.

L

8

3. Examples. As a simple illustrative example, consider the
following (we omit the parentheses in the functional notation):

a) where the Xi's are independent N(Q}l),

~

x = (xl'x

S=

S=

(g+ ,g-) where g+ x =

= Rl ;

= (x ,x2 ), g-x = - x = (-xl'-x2 );
l
(g+, g-) where g+ Q = Q, -g- Q = .. Q;

sx = xl +

~,

vs = lsi, vsx

X

which is sufficient for X@

=

;

IXl + x21;

ux = (ul x.,u2x, u x) where ulx = Ixll, u2x = Ix21, and
3
1 if sgn Xl = sgn x
2
o otherwise;

{

That 7, v, and u are all maximal invar.iants is readily verified; we
prove it for u only:

+

(i) ug-x

= ux;

(11) ux'

= ux

ll

implies Xi'

with the same sign for i=1,2, that is, x' = g+x" or x'

= g-x".

= !.xi "
Thus,

the absolute values of each coordinate Xi together with knowledge of
which pair of diagonally opposite quadrants contains

(xl'~)'

form a

maximal invariant u (a diagram may be helpful).
The theorem states that the distribution of any invariant function

= t(-x) -- given v is independent
functions, IX + x21 contains all
l

t -- that is, any function for which t(x)
of Q (or IQI); i.e., among invariant
the available information about IQI.

For example, the distribution of

Ixll, or of (I~I, Ix2 1), given IXl + x21iS independent of

IQI.

For a second example, suppose x = (xl' ••• 'xn ), where the x.J. 's are
2
independent N( Ql' Q2 ) • The sample mean and sum of squared deViations
provide a sufficient statistic, and Student's t-statistic is a maximal

9

invariant under changes in scale,;

l jQ2 is a maximal invariant on the
parameter space. Thus, Student's t is invariantly sufficient under
changes in scale.

Q

Similarly, It I is invariantly sufficient under

changes in scale and sign (see section 5).

See ['llJ for details of
2
these and other examples, including the F-ratio and Rotelling's T
statistic.

4. Application to sequential tests of composite hypotheses.
Suppose x l ,x2 ' ••• is a sequence of independent observations on Xg,
g fixed but unknown, and it is desired to make some inference concerning
g.

Bahadur

L1J has

shown that a sequential decision rule need depend

only a sufficient sequence (assuming regularity or transitivity), a
sequence sl,s2"'. of sufficient statistics where sm
sufficient for the family of distributions of x(m)
i.e., for the class of m-fold products ~

= sm(~ ••• ,xm)

is

= (xl, ••• ,xm)

= Xgx •••xXg •

Now consider a group of transformations on the sequential sample
space, and let ul ' u2 ' ••• be a sequence of maximal invariants, where
um = um(X(m» is invariant under transformations on the m-fold sample
space. Invoking invariance in the sequential problem requires replacement of the original sequence xl ,x2 , ••• by such a sequence u ,u2 ' ••••
l
A sufficiency reduction in the invariant problem leads to a new sequence
vl ' v2 ' ••• where vm is sUfficient for u(m)

= (Ul,.a.,

um); a maximal
invariance reduction applied to the sufficient sequence sl,s2"" leads

also (by the theorem) to vl'v21 •.,. • We call such a sequence an invariantly

10
sufficient sequence, and the results of Bahadur ~l~on sufficient
sequences, together with the invariance principle, imply that invariant
sequential decision rules need depend only on invariantly sufficient
sequences.
D. R. Cox

1:7 J

(whose paper is in the nuisance parameter

terminology) has suggested that sequential tests of simple hypotheses
about 1, which are composite hypotheses about Q, may be obtained by
applying a BERT to a sequence of statistics whose distributions depend
only on 1; such a sequence is vl ' v2 ' •••• We see now that this is simply
an instance of invoking the invariance principle. Moreover, since vm is
sufficient for u(m) (by our theorem), it is clearly sufficient for
v(m)

= (vl,.·.,vm),

a function of u(m)~ ThUS, the density (having

assumed a fixed dominating measure) of v(m) factors according to the
Fisher-Neyman factorization theorem for sufficient statistics.
ratio of densities of v(m) at 11 and 1 0, say -- on
-- thus reduces to the ratio of densities of vm at
the essence of Cox's theorem. However, instead of

The

which the BERT is based
1 and 10. This is
1
verifying his conditions

(i) to (iv), one need only verify the sufficiency of s

m

and the maximal

invariance of vm and 1. And moreover, the justification for confining
attention to the sequence vl ,v2 ' ••• is made precise.
However, since the v 's are not independent and indentically
m

distributed, no optimal properties of the BERT applied to them are known;
it is only known that the test will possess (approximately) the prescribed
error probabilit1,es,using Wald' s boundaries.
common fallacy (e.g.,

{'7 J,

£:8J)

(Note:

It seems to be a

to claim that, in order to use Wald's

11
boundaries for a SPRT" one must prove that the test terminates with
probability one; undoubtedlY1 it is desirable to prove this when
possible" but it is not necessary for the applicability of Wald's
boundaries giving approximate prescribed error probabilities.

This

can be seen by referring to Wald's original development beginning on
page 41 of (i7 7; each time that 1-13 or l-a appears in the text on
page 41" it can be preceded by "is less than or equal to" without
assuming termination with certainty.

His inequalities (3:12), (3:13),

and (3:27), justifying use of his boundaries thus remain valid.)
It would be tempting to replace the sequence xl'x2 , ••• by a
sequence of independent and identically distributed invariant functions
t l ,t2 , ••• by taking t m as a maximal invariant function of xm (rather
than X(m».

Then all properties of the connnon SPRT would hold.

There

is no other justification, however; this technique may be exceedingly
extravagant, as is perhaps best seen by an example:

in the example

treated in section 5, t ,t2 ,o •• would be a sequence of constants.
l
As an example of a test based on an invariantly sufficient
sequence, suppose Xi is N(g,l), and consider the group with two elements
g+ and g - , where g+ 1s the identity transformation and g- changes the
signs of all Xi'S.

sm = Xl + ••• + xm' m=l,2, ••• , provides a sufficient

om. vl'v , ••• is then
sequence, and vm = Ism I is a maximal invariant on"
2
an invariantly sufficient sequenc~s each v being invariantly sufficient
m

for the m-fold product x~,. A sequential test of Ig I = 'YO or "11 is
provided by a SPRT on vl ,v2 ' •••• The ratio of joint densities after

12
m observations is the ratio of densities of vm, which is readily obtained
as:

Sampling is continued as long as this ratio remains between B and A,
functions of the prescribed error probabilities.
A second example appears in section 5.

~:

If we wish to test

IQI S

"0 or ~ "1 (0

S "0 < "1 ),

instead of equalities, for examples such as those mentioned, we must
show that the error probabilities are still valid for these sets of
Q-values, which are now composite in 1 (=IQ\).

No general results are

known by the author. Wald (pp. 204-207 of [17 ])claims in an example
similar to those considered here that it is sufficient to prove that
the ratio of densities is monotone in Vmi this can frequently be done,
but it is not clear to this author that this is in fact sufficient.

5. A two-sided sequential t-test. Suppose x = xl ,x2 ' ••• is
a sequence of independent observations on N(~,a2), and we wish to
decide whether ~ is close to some specified value ~o (decision dO) or
appreciably different from

~o

(decision d1 ), requiring that the proba-

bility of making d i if I(~-~o)/al = 1 j (i,j=O,l or 1,0,
at a prescribed level, given "0 and "10
stated as that of testing
mO

= (~, a

(~Ia) €
~

:

I

- IJ.

a

0 \

Such a problem is commonly

m or m , where
O
l

S "O )

°S "0 < "1 ) be

and C11.

= (~, a

13
with specified strength (a,I3). With '1 0 = 0, this reduces to the
common two-sided sequential t-test problem treated in

{i4 J. We

feel, however, that it is more reasonable to assign a prescribed
error probability for an interval around lJ.o ' rather than for IJ.=lJ. '
o
a hypothesis frequently knownto·be false
J.l

o

=0

~

priorio We shall take

for simplicity.
(With Q* = Prob (X >

~

o

), an equivalent problem is one in

terms of

As an alternative to a t-test, a sequential sign test can be developed
for these hypotheses without any assumption of normality.)
Let

S be

the group of scale and sign changes; specifically, for

each non-zero real number r there corresponds a transformation gr

£ ~

defined by

A sufficient sequence is

1 ,6 2 , ••• where sm =
and mXm = Xl + ••• + xm• Denot ing
vm =
vl

8

1.;In xm/J~-l
1.-

= arbitrary

(x.1.. -

(xm'

xm}21, m> 1

~=l (x i -xm}2)

(absolute Student's t)

constant,

then v 'v 2 , ••• is an invariantly sufficient sequence since vm i6 easily
l
verified as being a maximal invariant function of sm' The induced group

14
on the parameter space (half-plane) has elements gr defined by

~(Il";) = (rll" r 2 ( 2 ) and 1 = Ill/al is a maximal invariant. To
test 1

= "0 against 1 = "1

1

we can use the SPRT applied to the

sequence of random variables vl "v 2 " ••••
By our theorem" v is sufficient for all invariant functions
m
of x(m)

= (Xl" ••• "Xm)

(whose distributions are indexed by 1) and

thus" in particular, for v(m).

The probability ratio after m

observations is then" by the factorization theorem, the ratio of two
2

non-central t -densitias (having replaced v by v 2 for convenience).

m

m

From the non-central t density" or from the non-central F" we obtain
as the density of z
-2m- 2

L

=t2:

( - It2 ) m-l
r 2m-l
/

1L

-1/2
n
iJ
(
m-l
)m/t::.
z
• m-l+'7
...

[co

• exp ( - -1 m 1 2 z)
2 m..;,l+z

2
( 1 m-l m 1 )
• exp - 2 m-l+z

2
m-l
w
e ' t_w=""'
.

mz

2
cosh (_...Lw2 )1 I''2dw.
m-1+z

The probability ratio, with y = mz/(m-l+z),\I thus becomes
CD

2
e-m( " 1 -

2 '"
" 0 ) It::.·

L
J
o

00

m 1

w -

2
e _w

wm- l e -w

From the bottom of page vi in L14

J"

2

p.

cosh(!y 7 w) dw
1

/2

cosh

(JY "0

•

w) dw

we have the identity for all

real a:
2

m-l
w
e ' t-w=n. d:w

Q)

=

/

wm-l e -w2/2 cosh(aw) d:w

where F denotes the confluent hypergeometric function.
the ratio becomes

Using this"

15

where y is most simply computed as
mv 2
m
y = Ym = m-l+v 2
m

(~=l
s

~=l

The sequential test is then:

x i )2
2
x'i

•

after m observations, continue

sampling if the ratio Rm lies between B = f3 /(l-a) and A

= (1-f3) p,

and stop sampling otherwise; make the decision dO if the ratio
and dl if it is

~

A.

~

B

The approximate error probabilities at 7 = 70

and 71 (i.e., for any (~,a) for which 1~/al=7i) are a and f3, respectively.
With 70

==

0, it is easily verified that this is the two-sided WAGR test

in ~14_7" (~:

Using Waldls weight function method ~17_7, one

can obtain the same test with the modification of reducing m by 1 in
the first argument of the confluent hypergeometric functions.)
Tables of the confluent hypergeometric function (e .g., L15 J)
or its logarithm may be used to facilitate the test.

It might be

noted that log Rm = L(m,71 ,y) - L(m,7 ,y), the L-function being defined,
0
and its inverse tabled, 1n {i4].
In order to use this test for 7

70 against 7 ~ 71 , one should
verify that the strength requirements are maintained. It would be
~

sufficient to show that the operating characteristic function L(7) is
nonotone in 7; this seems intuitively plausible, but the author has
not been able to construct a general proof.

16
It is possible to prove that vm has a monotone likelihood
ratio.

Since vm is monotone in Ym' this is equivalent to proving
the test ratio Rm is monotone in Ym' which is a consequence of the
following lemma:
00

LEMMA 2 ~ f(x) ==
cosh (rOx w) dw where 0
(-00

S

< x < +00). f(x) is

x for x

>0

2'

J wm-le -w /2 cosh (rlxw ) dw
0

/

¢

)r wm-le -w
o

2

/2

rO < rl ~ m ~ ! positive integer
~

increasing (decreasing) function of

(x <0).

A proof can be constructed (not given here) along the lines of an
analogous result in 1:10]. As noted in section 4, Waldls argument
would assert this to be a sufficient condition for the monotonicity
of L(1); this argument is not clear to the present author.
It has not been verified that this test terminates with
probability one; presumably, a proof along the lines of ~8~
accomplish it.

6.

Invariance and subfields. We now give an alternative

parallel development of section 2 in terms of subfields rather than
statistics.

The subfields can be thought of as those induced by

the corresponding statistics. We thus avoid specific designation of
values to be assumed by a statistic, these values being irrelevant.
We shall utilize the terminology and some elementary results of

["1_7.

We consider a class of probability spaces X® and a group of
transformations

S ==

(g) as in section 2. Differing from section 2,

we now let Tg represent (jE:.

,!, Pg) where ! denotes a subfield of !;

this is an advantage of the subfield approach--no new range space or
induced probability measures need be introduced.

17
A set A €
for all g
under
T

i.

9 if

S.

!

is invariant under

A subfield

all sets B

.J !,defined

€

!

~

!

Sif x € A implies

is an invariant subfield of X

T are invariant under

S.

A subfield

by

Y = (B : B € !, B invariant under
is the maximal invariant subfield of X under
verified that

gx € A

~

is a field.)

Thus,

~

~

)

S.

(It is easily

is the class of all invariant

sets in !, and equivalently can be defined as the subfield generated
by the orbits in ! under

S.

If ~ is a subfield of !, then (maximal)

invariant -~.-.;;...;..subfields of
X under
-0

r:v are

defined analogously.

Following Bahadur Ll], we define:
a sufficient subfield of ! for

X~

a subfield ~ £! is

if, corresponding to each set

A € !, there exists an ~-measurable function ¢A(x) such that

where XA is the indicator function for A.
A subfield
for

X~ ~

Y~

Sif!

! is an invariantly sufficient subfield of X
is a sufficient subfield of

is the maximal invariant subfield for! under ~.

~

for

u~

, where U

Thus, corresponding

to each invariant set B€!, there exists a V-measurable function *B(x)
such that

18
Actually, if any set in
all g which is

~

~

or y contains a subset of zero measure for

invariant, this would not affect the sufficiency

properties; we have defined them as strictly invariant for simplicity.
We now give a series of lemmas; the first three&e almost immediate
consequences of the corresponding definitions.
LEMMA 1 (Lemma 4.8 in
which X

r

X

C.

-00 ;:r -0 -

LEMMA 2:

L1J):

If X and X are subfields for

--00--0-

-

X. then. for every A € X.

-' - ' -

-'

Let f(x) denote

~ ~-valued !-measurable

~ ~ the maximal invariant subfield of
~

(strictly) invariant

!

S if and only

~

<j.

function

Then f(x) is

if f(x) is U-measurable.

Ar = (x : f(x) < r. ) € X for all real r. If f is invariant,
x€Ar implies f(x) < r implies f(gx) < r implies gx: e Ar implies AreU.
The converse is also straightforward and is omitted.
Proof:

LEMMA :3 (Lemma 4.6 in
f(x) l l ! bounded real-valued

LEMMA 4:
subfield of
gg("B(X)

!, and if
then

9

and g

€

1! ~

is !!. subfield of

~-measurable function,

.!! B !! !::a invariant

Ixo )'

for all g e

L1J):

~

.!!!. !

under

!, and .!!

then

9 , .!!!O

is !

~,g(X) represents! fixed determination of

-9- •

19
For Ao

Proof:

€

X,

-0

If!o in Lemma 4 is sufficient for ~9 ' then (/B,Q(X) may

Remark:

be chosen to be free of Q; the lemma them asserts that ~(x) is invariant under

9for almost all x, and, by redefinition if necessary,

~(X) can be taken to be strictly invariant.

THEOREM:

y is

~

.!f. £ is

~

sufficient subfield of

maximal invariant subfield

invariantly sufficient subfield of
Proof:

! for

~

,

~

X~ under

9.

We must prove that, corresponding to each B

a V-measurable function

Since

2!'.2 under

!Q!. Xe and

~

y £ £ £!,

Lemma 1 implies

€

y!!

!E.

,2, there exists
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By the sufficiency of

~,

we may replace the inner expectation on the

RHS by an ~-measurable function ~(x), which, by the remark above,
we note is invariant under

! and

~, ~(x)

S.

By Lemma 2, with ~ and y replacing

is V-measurable, which, using Lemma ;, yields

with VB = 9'B' the proof is complete.
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